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Abstract: 

The huge use of mobile network, mobile nodes are 

deployed frequently along the network environment. This 

organize the data from various groups in network 

environment. The grayhole attacker should disrupt the 

routing between source node to destination node in 

MANET. The important part is intrusion detection that are 

very difficult to perform communication. Proposed 

Enhanced communication for Authorized node selection 

(ECA) technique is constructed to perform sequence of 

packet transmission. The confidence rate prediction 

algorithm is used to which estimates the node trustiness for 

further communication process, subsequent to confidence 

rate estimation to use the support vector machine to 

categorize nodes characteritics on the basis of 

categorization to find out intruder nodes. This increases the 

throughput, and minimizes end to end delay. 

Keywords: Enhanced communication for Authorized 

node selection technique, confidence rate prediction 

algorithm, packet delivery ratio.     

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Mobile Ad hoc networks play an vital part in 

nowadays. Mobile network is a group of many hop 

wireless mobile nodes which are perform packet sharing 

with each other lacking the process is performed [1]. 

Because mobile network does not have an structure, this 

should be easily placed at any where, the constructing an 

infrastructure is not easy one. These networks discovers the 

wide use in military application. All node in network is 

necessary to work as a host as well as a sender that need to 

broadcast data packets among the nodes which does not 

straight packet sharing with each other nodes. All nodes in 

mobile network is self configurable and is accountable for 

sharing the data the packet [2,3]. This is proficient by using 

various communication techniques. considering the lack of 

a managing security in the network, every security process 

can be started by the node itself to refuse to accept various 

kinds of intruders. In In mobile nodes are independence to 

travel anywhere [4,5]. Consequently, network is for no 

reason static and location of nodes alter rapidly in an 

random mode consequential in energetic schemes [6].  

Proactive routing protocols discover paths between every 

source and destination group and maintains them in the 

routing table, still whether they are not necessary [7,8]. 

Some of the proactive techniques are Destination 

Sequenced Distance Vector, wireless Routing, and Global 

State Routing schemes. These technique contains an 

minimum latency for routing [9]. As the network is 

exceedingly dynamic, periodic update of the routes are 

needed. The path that are certainly not used are also keep 

and restructured regularly that is a real excess of energy 

level [10].  

Present work contains five sections are organized 

as follows: Section 2 presents the many works done survey  

in Section 3, Enhanced communication for Authorized 

node selection (ECA) technique detailed. The network 

environment, simulation output analysis is presented in 

Sections 4 and the paper concluded in section 5. 

II. RELATED WORK 

  

Chelani, et al. [11] proposed to provide solution 

for problem by designing an AODV based routing 

technique, that is suggest to as Improved bait detection 

scheme which merges the merits of both proactive and 

reactive defense structure. Experimental output are provide 

performance distinguish among the two network, network 

without using IBDS and network with IBDS. Ouput 

indicates better performance as compared to previous 

techniques in terms of transmission rate, energy usage.  

Dumne, P. R., et al. [12] presents technique need 

to provide efficient output by using intruder node 

identification technique based upon DSR mechanism 

cooperative bait detection scheme that are applied to the 

hybrid defense structure. This supports to discover intruder 

node by using a reverse tracing method. The essential and 

present method are designed to enhance lifetime of 

network. 

Desai, N. N., et al. [13] proposed attack 

iidentification method is used to find the malicious nodes 

at path discovery as well as at packet broadcasting. 

Experimental output of intruder denotes that packet delay 

is improved, except transmission rate does not artificial 

that shows that confusing communication intruder is not 

easy, to identify. The proposed detection technique is used 

to confusing communication intruder suggest a important 

minimization of latency.  

Vijayakumaran, et al. [14] present a non-routine 

yet revelation alteration scheme are efficiently required in 

place in decide appropriate and safe return method. This 

process observes on integrate a intruder node identification 

method, and an incentive based standing technique with 
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game theoretical technique is called as Supervisory Game 

to monitor the selfish characteriticsr of nodes in the mobile 

network. This should minimizes the cost of identifying 

attacker nodes in the network environment. 

 Anju, J., et al. [15] presenting the wormhole attack 

detection technique in mobile network, is used to identify 

and remove the attacks. After suspect the intruder node, a 

Clustering based technique is used to verify the availability 

of intruder, also to dtect the intruder nodes. This technique 

manage communication and control attacker nodes. 

 

III. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The more number of mobile nodes are placed 

beside the wireless environment. The target node organize 

the data from different sectors in network structure. The 

gray hole attacker is occurred, this can be disrupt the 

communication process among the sender and target node 

in mobile network. The network routing vital role is 

intrusion identification, and removal, which are very 

difficult to perform data packet sharing. Proposed 

Enhanced communication for Authorized node selection 

(ECA) technique is used to broadcast data packet 

continously. The confidence rate prediction algorithm is 

designed to calculate the node security for further 

communication process, succeeding to confidence rate 

calculation of node with the support vector procedure to 

classify nodes behavior on the base of classification to 

discover out attacker nodes. It improves the 

 

Figure 1: Block Diagram for (ECA) Technique 

 

  In Figure 1 shows the block diagram of Enhanced 

communication for Authorized node selection (ECA) 

technique. against attacks to discover path. Enhanced 

communication for Authorized node selection. Routing 

Time  estimation with confidence rate prediction is used to 

improve throughput, and reduce end to end delay. 

3.1Searching the path against attacks 

 To verify the availability of wormhole attacker node 

and discover the intruder nodes. Consider with hop count 

and timing investigation, the availability of gray hole 

connection through the path can be assumed. on one 

occasion a route is assumed to contain a gray hole 

connection, the nodes along the route act as target node, 

that are initially link with each other its single hop 

neighbor nodes. In the localization of wormhole intruder, 

the previous routing table can be modified to add an 

additional field, that are used to verify whether a 

intermediate node in a network or not. Every nodes that are 

in single-hop neighbourhood of the target node will be in 

the network of that node, apart from the next node beside 

the path. For adding the next node next to the path, some 

more verification process is performed, to guarantee that 

the node is authentic. 

 

 All mobile node available in the route will become the 

target node, and forms sectors. 

 The sectors all its single-hop intermediate nodes, 

except the intermediate node next to the assumed path, to a 

individual sector of network. 

 Attach the node to specific sectore, simply whether it is 

a authentic node, that is established to perform 

communication process. 

 Verify whether node A is a single-hop intermediate 

node of sector. Whether, check whether any node in the 

sector contains its neighboring nodes. This essentially 

verifies whether a dual hop route survive from the sector to 

the node, from end to end intermediate node in specific 

sector.  

 Whether this test is not approved, it do not insert new 

node to the specific sector. Whether a route survive. 

 Sector find out node about its single-hop intermediate 

nodes. Whether these nodes and the relay node or single 

hop intermediate nodes of the sector are general, assign 

these nodes as noticeable nodes.  

 The target node find out these noticeable nodes, 

whether they contain the neighbor node through the path 

subsequent to node, with its intermediate nodes. 

 

3.2 Enhanced communication for Authorized node 

selection 

 The source node aimlessly choose an neighboring node, 

for its single-hop intermediate nodes and perform 

communication with this relay node by attractive its 

address as the target node address of the attract request, 

and a attract packet is forward to attract intruder nodes to 

broadcast in wrong path near to the target node. After 

accepting request packet, the intruder node must not 

consider its routing table also provides acknowledgement 

packet. Immediately the intruder node provide 

acknowledgement packet, the subsequently procedure is 

overturn map out is started. Reverse mark out is applied to 

identify the characteritics of intruder nodes among the 

acknowledgement to the request packet. Whether a intruder 

node should accept the request, this provides 

acknowledgement packet with a wrong data. Then the 

Searching the routing path against 

attacks 

 

Enhanced communication for 

Authorized node selection 

 

Routing Time estimation with confidence 

rate prediction 

Improve throughput 
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overturn observing process is behavior for nodes accepting 

the acknowledgement, it is used to identify the doubtful 

route, and the provisionally secured route. This is used 

capable to identify more than one intruder node 

concurrently.  

 All nodes accepting this request packet, they are 

transmitted to the next neighbor node through the path, 

whether that node with its sector. whether the next node 

beside the path, it does not a relay node for target node, 

else while the packet is reached target node, then request is 

is initiated by the previous node attainment the request 

packet. This indicates its discoverer also forward reverse to 

the sender node. Whether the target node is distribution of 

the acknowledgement packet, nonappearance of gray hole 

attack is checked. whether the acknowledgement is started 

by an relay node, gray hole attack is available through the 

path, and the nodes near to the creator of acknowledgement 

should be an intruder node. The attend to the next 

neighboring nodes should be integrated in the 

acknowledgement packet started by the relay node. 

3.3 Routing Time  estimation with confidence rate 

prediction 

 The time slot allocated for routing, the time occupied 

by data packet to move among the sender node to target 

node and reverse to sourcesender node, that are straightly 

relative to the amount of hop nodes beside the path. 

Quantity of hop nodes maximizes, time slot for routing of 

the equivalent path maximizes. Availability of a gray hole 

attack, the quantity of nodes can be minimum then 

distinguished to the authentic path for the similar source 

and destination pair, considering to the availability of gray 

hole connection. As the data packets pass through a more 

space, routing Time of the path containing the gray hole 

connection should be maximum, also distinguish to the 

regular path containing similar quantity of nodess. The 

routing time of regular path can be minimum compared to 

the threshold as higher.   

Algorithm for confidence rate prediction algorithm 

Step1 :For each time slot initiated  

Step 2: If(packet==forward)  

         Step 3: high confidence rate 

Step 4: else 

Step 5: low confidence rate 

Step 6: Find another path for routing 

Step 7: Routing Time caculated 

Step 8: End if 

Step 9: End For  

In confidence rate prediction algorithm, the node 

count increase the routing time also increased. This 

algorithm designed to increases the throughput, and 

minimizes end to end delay. 

 

Packet ID: It contains individual identification information 

of a mobile node. It consists of a node’s routing details, 

and packet drop details in network environment. 
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Figure 2: Proposed ECA Packet format 

 In figure 2, ECA packet format is shown. Packet 

contains source node ID occupies 3 bytes and destination 

node ID occupies 3 bytes. The third field indicates 

Authorized node selection, to effeicient node and it 

occupies 4 bytes. In fourth field holds 4 bytes. Confidence 

rate prediction, to evaluate the confidence rate of every 

node, it takes 2 bytes. Enhanced communication, it 

improves the transmission speed, it contains 3 bytes. The 

last field is Node count, to measure the quantity of node for 

routing process. 

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

A.  Simulation Model and Parameters 

The proposed ECA is simulated with Network 

Simulator tool (NS 2.34). In our simulation, 100 mobile 

nodes move in a 930 meter x 940 meter square region for 

35 milliseconds simulation time. Each Mobile node move 

randomly, with varied mobility around the network 

environment. All nodes have the same transmission range 

of 250 meters. The simulated traffic is Constant Bit Rate 

(CBR) provides a constant speed of packet transmission in 

network. DSR- Dynamic source routing protocol is used to 

improve communication with best node. In simulation 

settings and parameters are summarized in table 1 

Table 1: Simulation Setup 

No. of Nodes   100 

Area Size  930 X 940 

Mac  802.11 

Radio Range 250m 

Simulation Time  35 sec 

Traffic Source CBR 

Packet Size 150 bytes 

Mobility Model Random Way Point 

Protocol DSR 

 

Simulation Result: Figure 3 show that the proposed 

ECA method provides improved packet transmission with 

existing ICB [20]. This scheme easy to detect and remove 

attack, using node confidence rate evaluation. 
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Figure 3: Proposed ECA Result 

Performance Analysis 
In simulation to analyzing the following performance 

metrics using X graph in ns2.34. 

Delay: Figure 4 shows Time delay is calculated by the 

time taken to transmit packet from start point to end point. 

In proposed ECA method end to end delay is reduced 

compared to Existing method ICB. 

Delay= End Time – Start Time 

 
Figure 4: Graph for No of Nodes Vs. End to End 

Delay 

Packet Loss Rate: Figure 5 shows Packet falls during 

transmission between sender nodes to channel path that 

occurs when one or more packets, failure to reach the 

receiver node based on node capacity of network. In 

proposed ECA method Packet drop rate is minimized 

compared to Existing method ICB. 

Packet Loss Rate= (Number of Packet 

Losses/Received)*100 

 
Figure 5: Graph for Pause Time Vs. Packet Loss 

Rate 

Throughput: Figure 6 shows Throughput is measured 

by no of received sent from no of packet sent in particular 

speed. Speed instance is varied, but this simulation fixed 

speed is 100(bps). In proposed ECA method Throughput is 

increased compared to Existing method ICB. 

Throughput= (Number of packet 

received/Sent)*speed 

 
Figure 6: Graph for Mobility Vs. Throughput 

Detection Efficiency: Figure 7 shows Detection 

Efficiency, Attack detection time with Overall time taken 

from source node to Destination node. The process takes 

how much time to detect the backlog attacks. In proposed 

ECA method Detection Efficiency is increased compared 

to existing method ICB. 

Detection Efficiency= Attack detection time/overall 

time 
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Figure 7: Graph for Mobility Vs. Detection 

Efficiency 

Energy: Figure 8 shows energy consumption, how long 

energy spend for particular packet transmission, that means 

calculate energy consumption initial energy to final energy 

level. In proposed ECA method energy consumption is 

reduced compared to Existing method ICB. 

Energy Consumption= Initial Energy-Final Energy 

 
Figure 8: Graph for No of Nodes Vs. Energy 

Network Lifetime: Figure 9 shows that Lifetime of the 

network is measured by nodes process out of energy at 

particular time instance from starting to ending of the 

process. In proposed ECA method Network Lifetime is 

improved compared to Existing method ICB. 

Network Lifetime= length of energy usage/overall 

energy 

 
Figure 9: Graph for Mobility Vs. Network Lifetime 

V. CONCLUSION 

Mobile ad hoc Network are designed with a lot of 

mobile nodes. They cause some failure during  

communication period. The gray hole attack should 

damage the entire network performance. This reduce 

throughput, and increase delay. So present the Enhanced 

communication for Authorized node selection (ECA) 

technique is used to transmit data packet sequencially. The 

confidence rate prediction algorithm is constructed to 

estimate the node proetection for further communication 

process. This improves throughput, and minimizes end to 

end delay. 
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